Title: TOILET FLUSH WITH A TANK AND CLEANER

(57) Abstract: Toilet flusher encompasses tank (1) with cleaning and desinfection products in the shape of balls (6) which is filled through tank neck (1) or neck extension thread (11), on which plug (3) and rubber gasket (4) are located. Neck extension (11) is fixated with connecting nut (10) neck extension (11) and rubber ring (9) of connecting nut (10). Neck extension (11) can be adapted to any toilet flusher by cutting. Releasing water from the flusher (2) one part of water enters in the tank goes over cleaning products and sends the collected solution back to the flusher and to the toilet for cleaning the entire toilet surface.
— before the expiration of the time limit for amending the claims and to be republished in the event of receipt of amendments (Rule 48.2(h))

— with information concerning request for restoration of the right of priority in respect of one or more priority claims (Rules 26bis.3 and 48.2(b)(vii))
WC DISINFECTANT DOSING DEVICE FOR FLUSHING PIPE

INVENTION DESCRIPTION

Area in which the invention relates

This invention relates to a toilet flush that has a build in tank in which you put cleaning and disinfection products for the entire toilet surface.

Technical problem

With this invention we enforce our everyday battle in waste management, like with the earlier products like toilet carts and gels. With it you reduce hand contact with the toilet and the possibility of transmitting a large number of bacteria and venereal diseases during switching toilet carts. This invention also enables protection of small children and elderly people so that they don't come in direct contact with cleaning and disinfection products, which are located in a easily accessible and visible place, which are not only more hygienic, but can be threatening to the health of groups mentioned above.

Technical state

A lot of solutions for this problem were proposed, which were a lot of cleaners of all smells, shapes and sizes. All those inventions are not only visible, but they can't clean the entire toilet. This invention can also be appropriate for people that care about toilet esthetics. Some cleaning products are not easily adaptable four use and they can fall in the toilet and clog it.

Problem essence exposition

The primary goal is to enhance desinfection and cleaning, of the entire toilet.

The secudary goal is to insure a enhanced toilet flush with a tank which ofers a simpler and hygienicly better toilet clening.

A Further invention goal is to enable a enhanced toilet flush with a tank which is hiden in a wall or behind the cistern, so the cleaning products are not in a visible and children accesible place.

Further more the benefits of this invention will be shown in the following description, also they will be learned through invention usage. Toilet flush in this invention includes a tank with a neck in wich you put cleaning products in the shape of balls in specific size; neck extension with a thread and notch which is mounted
in hidden tanks; connecting nut with a rubber ring which serves for fixation of the neck extension on the tank, and a plug with a rubber gasket with a goal of closing the tank and preventing water leakage.

In the tank water openings are located with wings upward for water entrance and wings downward for water exit. The opening wings collect water from the flush, one part of the water they send further in the tank, where cleaner and disinfection products are dissolved.

On the downward side of the tank the wings for water exit are located, which enables the solution from the tank to enter the flush in which the rest of the water is mixed with it and sent to the toilet for cleaning and disinfection.

**Drawing list**

The drawings which are included in the description and make a part of invention description illustrate the best way to invention appliance and help explain the basic invention principles.

D.1. Is a side drawing of the toilet flush with a tank and cleaner, a plug and rubber gasket.

D.2. Is a spatial look of the toilet flush with a tank on which are shown the neck extension with a rubber gasket and connecting nut for tank filling in the flush.

D.3. Is a side drawing of the tank.

**Detail description of at least one way to invention achievement**

In drawing 1, you can see that the tube of flusher 2 encompasses the tank with cleaner 1 which needs to be released with the water in the toilet to clean the entire surface of the toilet. Cleaning products in the shape of balls in a determined size of 6 is filled through the neck of the tank with thread 1 in a way that you also loosen the plug with thread 3 on which there is a rubber gasket 4 in a ring shape.

After filling tank 1 we twist in plug 3 which prevents water leakage while flushing. On tank 1 are the upward openings wings 7 that collect one part of water from flush 2 and send in to tank 1 which further dissolves cleaning products 6. After that the solution goes through downward exiting wings 8 mixes with the water which did not pass through tank 1 and goes through opening 13 of flush 2 to the toilet.

Like best shown on drawing 2, on the flush tube 2 the tank 1 with cleaning products is fixed. Further, more on tank 1 can be put a neck extension of the tank with thread 11 which on its connecting part has notch 14 which is connected to lumps of tank 5 which prevent turning of neck extension 11 during tightening plug 3.

Fixation is done with nut 10 and rubber ring 9. That neck extension can be adapted to any toilet flusher by cutting.

Drawing 3 shows a side drawing of tank 1 on which you can see openings with wings upward 7 and downward 8 for water entrance and exit. On the neck for filling tank 1 is lump 5 for connecting neck extension.
The connecting parts of this invention can be made of PVC which includes; tube with tank, plug and connecting nut and neck extension with thread. The other two parts; gasket and ring can be made from rubber. The cleaning and disinfection product is made in the shape of balls in a specific size which can be adapted for the tank size.

**Applying the invention**

In this way this invention enables a very simple, practical and a considerably hygienically more improved device which can be economically produced and which offers improvements considering the earlier known devices.

**Numbers list**

1. Tank tube that contains cleaning and disinfection products
2. Toilet flusher
3. Tank plug with thread
4. Rubber gasket for the plug
5. Lump for connecting tank neck
6. Cleaning and disinfection products in the shape of balls
7. Upward wings for water entrance
8. Downward wings for water exit
9. Rubber ring of connecting nut
10. Connecting nut of tank neck extension
11. Neck extension with thread
12. Water entrance from the flusher
13. Water exiting the flusher entering the toilet
14. A notch in the connecting part of tank neck extension
PATENT REQUESTS

1. Toilet flusher encompasses tank (1) which is located in flush tube (2) where are wings openings (7) and (8), neck extension with thread (11) and notch (14), connecting nut (10) with ring (9), tank plug (3), in which you put cleaning and disinfection products.

2. Flusher according to request (1), characterised that cleaning and disinfection products are in the shape of balls in a specific size.

3. Flusher according to request (2), characterised that tank (1) has wing openings upward and downward (8) for releasing cleaning solution, lump (5) for connecting neck extension with thread (11) on which is notch (14).

4. Flusher according to request (3), characterised that the neck extension with thread (11) is fixated on tank neck (1) with connecting nut (10) and rubber ring (9).

5. Flusher according to request (4), characterised that the tank neck (1) or neck extension (11) is closed with the thread of tank plug (3) and rubber gasket (4) for plug (3).
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